In the first part of this paper, we study propagation of singularities for solutions of an analytic pseudo-differential equation, the characteristic set of which is a regular involutive manifold. There exists a natural foliation of this manifold, and (theorem 1.7) the analytic singular spectrum of a solution is a union of leaves-this is a joint work "with P.
. Let P ' fl be its principal symbol and Char (P) = { (x, £) ; P \ (x 9 f ) = 0} its characteristic set. We shall use following assumptions on P
Char (P) is a regular involutive manifold, of codimension n,
That means that Char(P) can be defined by analytic equations with {q iy q^ =0 on Char(P) and dq ly ••-, dq^S^dXi linearly independent on Char(P). The following assumption shall be used for differentiable singularities.
(Levi's condition)
Let Q l9 -°,Q n be first order pseudo-differential operators, the principal symbols of which are functions q t above. Then there exist pseudo-differential operators A a (x 9 D^9 Q^\<X\^m, of order
jU -m such that
This assumption does not depend on choice of Q iy and is merely an assumption on terms of order /*,# -!, •••,# -TTZ + ! in the symbol of P.
We shall use the two following notions to study singularities.
1.4.
Analytic singular spectrum of a hyperfunction [13] We shall give a sketch of the proof of theorems 1.6 and 1.7 in § 3.
Using a quantized contact transform, multiplying P by an elliptic operator of order m -jU, and changing notations, it is sufficient to prove these theorems in the following case: being by definition the /? i/l primitive of /which vanishes at order @ on 2 (this is closely related to action of Q on holomorphic microfunctions defined in [13] ). Moreover, estimates involving growth conditions on f and Q £ f near the boundary of Q can be given.
Definition. A convex open set Q is said k-2-
Let us now consider the following situation, which is the complexification of 1.8 and 1.9, after putting P in Weierstrass form. ). We can take the partial boundary value: u(z 9 t) =b w f(z, tv), which is defined on C n XR p near 0, and satisfies d/dzj u(z 9 f) = 0. Using propagation of analytic or differentiate singularities [13] , [7] , for partial Cauchy-Riemann system, we can then prove the propagation of singularities for u(x 9 £)=b z u(z 9 £).
In some sense, the argument above is the proof "with parameters t and D t " of analyticity of solutions of elliptic equations (with respect to x). The symplectic structure defines an isomorphism of (TM)^* and (T*Af)^o* wn i cn induces the following isomorphism:
II. Holmgren-Type Results

5.1.
(T w M) t9 .= (T*2), 9 .
where X Q belongs to W, (T w M} Xo *= (TM)^0*/(TW)^ is the normal tangent space, and 2 is the W^-bicharacteristic leaf through X Q .
5o2 0 We assume now that the pseudo-differential operator P satisfies
We Char (P). Let k be the greatest integer such that P M and all its derivatives up to order k -1 vanish on W. Under the regularity assumptions 6.3 to 6.5, this result improves the result of Hormander in [10] , which is valid without these assumptions. 
Definition, (inicro char act eristic tangent 'vector) Let (Sx,
(
